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Elizabeth exclaims in a loud voice:
“Blessed are you among women and blessed is the child you will bear! ……
As soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in my womb leaped for
joy”. Luke 1.42-44
These verses remind us of Jesus special entrance to the world at the first Christmas, and the
importance of hearing!
Happy Christmas to all our friends and family,
this is a ‘quick’ update now that Mike is back in Nepal.
We both left Nepal in late January 2020, planning to
return after a few weeks spent with family.
Unfortunately, Fiona’s mum was taken unwell, so Mike
returned to Nepal alone in early March, by which time
Covid was starting to get a grip. We had no idea it was to
be such a world changing event. Within a couple of weeks
travel restrictions were beginning, and then the Nepali PM announced that international
flights would close. That week Mike was due to go to a government ministry to finalise the
very long process of getting a working visa. It looked like it would be possible to do this and
then fly, but dates were repeatedly changed and then the government offices closed, so in a
big rush Mike found a flight and returned to England on the same day that the UK lockdown
began. We had thought that within a few months it would be feasible to return to Nepal,
but as we all know, things continued for much longer.
In the end it was 20 months later that Mike managed to
get back, just a few weeks ago. While in the UK many
things happened, both our mums had age related health
problems and we had to sell Mike’s mum’s bungalow in
Guildford and were able to find her a place in an excellent
residential home near us in Hereford. It was hard for her,
especially with the long period of isolation and limited
visits, but she is settled and comfortable now, though
becoming much less mobile. We can take her out for day
trips, which we all enjoy.
Fiona’s mum has also had several health crises and she will soon move to residential nursing
care, another hard time for her and the family.

Because of all this and also being unsure of what Mike could contribute in Nepal now that
the Ear Centre at INF Green Pastures Hospital has been running without his direct input for
a long time, he returned with some trepidation! INF worked hard to get him a short-term
work permit, lasting 3 months (till 28th February 2022), so he has been able to get fully
involved. One of our local ear surgeons left recently to work in Kathmandu, but we found a
replacement junior consultant, Dr Donjon. Mike has been working with him and the other
two surgeons, operating almost every day.
During Covid, although the hospital was quiet, a trickle of patients and surgery continued, so
thankfully the staff were almost all retained and there was some income to make the work
sustainable. We are also very grateful for some research projects with Sydney University in
Australia, and another with Warwick and Manchester Universities in the UK, that created
income that enabled us to appoint a senior audiologist, who really upgraded our hearing
tests and hearing aid fittings. Our UK charity Ear Aid Nepal, has been the major source of
funding to enable the treatment of poor and disadvantaged patients, subsidising or covering
the entire cost of treatment of very many people, for medicines, surgery, hearing aids and
speech therapy. Mike returned to Nepal with over 80 KG of baggage, including new and
serviced equipment purchased by the charity, as well as a large supply of donated new and
used hearing aids.
It has been very gratifying to see that staff and facilities remain good, and we are back up to
pre-pandemic patient numbers. Mike will help set some goals for future planning and has
enjoyed meeting the new medical director of GP hospital and sharing some of their hopes
and plans.
Not everything is achievable, but we give thanks that so many patients get help each day.
Mike has been challenged by some patients coming for an
opinion with complicated or even insoluble problems! But also,
the need to offer services in some new areas such as cosmetic
reconstruction of the outer ear, in those born without an ear.
This is notoriously difficult but is a frequent request as it affects
things like marriage prospects. Mike has lunch with colleagues
in the operating theatre most days, his first lunch was a shock,
as his least favourite items are cold boiled eggs and chickpeas.
Our time in the UK was also fruitful, Fiona has worked with a local organisation called Care
in the Community speaking with and visiting clients struggling with health or other
problems. She also went regularly and stayed with her mum in Sussex, writes lots of letters
and keeps up with many old friends. We have done a lot of
walks, often with Abi and Jack’s
working cocker spaniel, Jasper, and had
some lovely Herefordshire cycle rides.
Mike had several fantastic summer
weeks of sailing in Scotland with old
friends. The weather held and they
went to quite a few of the Western
Isles. He has also been a vaccinator for
a day most weeks and that turned out to be
fun and an opportunity to meet lots of interesting people, and he
built a radio control model speedboat in spare lockdown moments.

Our church in the UK, at Bodenham chapel kept meeting either by zoom or in person, and
that has been very good. Our church in Nepal have also returned to face to face (spaced
out) meetings and Mike has really enjoyed re-joining them.
Our Nepali landlord regularly comes downstairs to our flat (which is in good order) carrying
trays of vegetable curry or roast chicken and he has lent Mike his rather temperamental old
motorcycle, which, now that he has mastered starting it and its rather dim lights, has been a
great boon.
We loved having Luke and Fran and their beautiful 6-month-old baby daughter Malou come
over from Australia for three months in the summer. They spent much of their time with us,
and it was wonderful to see Malou learning and developing. Malou and great grannie Pam,
aged 95, also had chances to meet up.
With Lydia and Jason, and Abigail and Jack we had wonderful breaks together in Port Appin,
Scotland, (including some memorable swimming by Jason with dolphins), and then Luke and
Fran and Malou joined us all for some sunny days surfing in
Polzeath, Cornwall. Luke acquitted himself well at a surf
competition and we could see that his time in Australia had not
been wasted!
Best news though is that Jack proposed to Abi on a beach in
Pembrokeshire, and we all look forward to the wedding,
probably in Spain in ’23!
We wish you all the best for Christmas, the coming year and beyond, with love and prayers,
from Mike and Fiona and family.
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(For those who wish to donate to the Ear Centre work, please go to:
https://donate.giveasyoulive.com/donate?cid=182237
(NB as Virgin Money giving has closed, we are now using ‘Give as you Live’).
Other options such as Stewardship, CAF or sending a cheque are found here:
https://www.earaidnepal.org/donate.html

